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TRACK RECORD

45 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

BRIEF HISTORY

The origins of SELTA date back to 1972, when the first private networks transmission and automation systems 
design laboratory was created in Milan. 

After 1980, the year in which all the operating activities are moved to Cadeo (Piacenza) site, the company 
starts to work in the telephone switching and public telecommunications networks markets, after having already 
imposed itself with a cutting-edge offer in the field of high performance and low consumption electricity networks.

Over the decades it has collected important achievements in both sectors, in Italy and abroad, in addition to win-
ning prestigious awards such as the Anie Innovation Award for having developed one of the first hybrid platforms 
for IP communication.

SELTA works with utilities and main contrac-
tors in the energy and transport sectors, 
telecommunications operators and service 

providers, governments, public bodies and com-
panies of each size in over 20 countries around 
the world.

In the very large community of customers who 
have trusted SELTA, over the years, in the Italian 
and international market, there are Enel, Terna, 
TIM, Wind, A2A, Snam, Ministry of Defense, Va-
tican Museums, Juventus fc, Sogei, NTDC (Paki-
stan), RTE, SNCF, EDF (France).

SELTA is an Italian company leader in the development of secure technologies for critical network infrastruc-
tures, from the automation of electricity and transport networks, to the access equipment of telecommu-
nications networks up to cloud solutions for business communications.

Its 45 years of experience and the wide and prestigious installed base make SELTA recognized internationally as 
one of the most important companies in both the energy and telecommunications sectors.

In particular, SELTA is the leading vendor of Ultrabroadband networks in Italy and one of the main European pro-
tagonists for the development of Smart Grids.

The company has three Italian offices where are located two research laboratories that work with the most pre-
stigious national universities. SELTA is actively present in Europe, Africa, Middle and Far East, with a network of 
selected business partners.

WHO ARE WE
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ENERGY AUTOMATION & SMART GRID

SELTA is one of the leading international players in the digital transformation process of energy sector and is 
among the leading players in Europe for Smart Grid projects that represent the enabling factor of renewa-
ble sources integration and energy efficiency through intelligent consumption and services management.

INFORMATION & COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY

CYBER SECURITY

In this area SELTA has collected important successes including the moder-
nization of national high-voltage transport network and medium voltage 
distribution network, putting in place over 100,000 systems for the remote 
management of secondary electric stations of Enel, the first Italian energy 
producer, and ensuring the maximum availability of Terna’s network, the 
operator of Italian transmission. 

SELTA solutions are used in different countries and regions. They are 
adopted in Russia for the management of high and very high voltage net-
work plants, in Indonesia for the transmission network nodes, in Africa for 
the management of hydroelectric production plants, in Pakistan for the 
medium and high voltage network.  SELTA also provides services telecom-
munication solutions for railway networks based on power line communi-
cation technology.

SELTA develops solutions for business communications both on-premise and in the cloud, a market in which 
it has a deep experience and long-standing expertise with a significant installed base. The offer includes 
Unified Communications and Collaboration platforms, Virtual PBX solutions for public and private cloud, 

application suites for fixed-mobile convergence, UC mobile app.

On the subject of IP convergence, SELTA has been a pioneer in Italy with one of the first VoIP platform and one of 
the first European manufacturer to be certified by Microsoft Corporation for UC solutions integration. It has been 
for years among TIM’s main suppliers.

 Among the most recent solutions developed by the company there is BRAVO, a Service Delivery Platform which  
implements in secure way the concept of UCoE (Unified Communications of Everything) enabling smart working 
services aimed at realizing the intelligent office.

In terms of security, SELTA works with Defense bodies in classified and unclassified areas. The offer includes 
systems based on Tempest protocol and security consulting and certification services. 

Engineers engaged in these activities have specific certifications recognized internationally also within NATO. 
The skill and experience are used to certify security across SELTA solutions portfolio.

AREAS OF ACTIVITY
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SOCIAL COMMITMENT

THE PROJECT “SUPPORT A CLASS”

Several initiatives promoted or sponsored by SELTA have, as a central theme, the young people to whom the 
company dedicates particular attention. In the school context SELTA was one of the first to join and activily 
participate the project “Support a class”,  born thanks to the close collaboration among schools, companies 

and Confindustria with the aim of strengthening the school-company connection, giving life to a new experience 
for children.

SELTA has adopted a class of the local Industrial Technical Institute, accompanying it to the completion of the 
fifth year, through company visits to R&D laboratories and production areas; with class lessons on technological 
and market issues such as marketing or company organization, with a visit at the largest hydroelectric Enel power 
station in Nove (Treviso); with a real “pilot” stage as per school-work alternation.

ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY

INNOVATION IN DNA  

Thanks to its ability to innovate, understand and anticipate markets’ needs, SELTA is now the only one Italian 
vendor leader in the development of automation and remote control solutions for energy networks and 
public and private telecommunications. Over the years, the company’s laboratories have scored a series of 

successes in Italy and Europe in various sectors, from powerlines to teleprotections, from digital telephony to IP 
and ultrabroadband. In the field of new developments, SELTA collaborates with the most prestigious universities 
and Italian centers of excellence.

SELTA’s commitment also develops in social initiatives and 
projects to support people in need, cultural, scholastic and 
sporting initiatives mainly linked to territories hosting the 

company’s main offices.

Initiatives include fundraising, managed by employees themsel-
ves, in collaboration with Italian non-profit organizations, for special 
projects in Africa that led to the realization, for example, of wells in 
the African country Tin Tan.

SELTA’s focus on the environment is alive both when it’s designing and implementing solutions offered to the 
market  and when it’s thinking to the workplace and the people who live it every day. In terms of developing 
solutions with an impact on environmental sustainability, SELTA is a pioneer in the projects of Smart Grids 

that propose a reduction in greenhouse gas emissions by 2020 and the spread of renewable energy sources.

SELTA has also made its production and management processes 
compliant to the best standards for environmental sustainability (cer-
tification ISO 14001: 2015) and is personally involved in using renew-
able technologies in its own buildings.
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